
CM1 September 2022



CM1 

Teachers

Mrs Vercoutre

(Reading and project)

Ms Jamieson

(Main language)

Mrs Rangan

(Main language)

Mrs Waddington

(Main language)



READING

•The Lion, the 
Witch and the 
Wardrobe



READING FRAMEWORK

➢Read a wide range of genre independently.

➢Can discuss the evidence that could support a prediction-

hypothesis about characters, relationships and motivation, giving

examples from the text.

➢Can locate pieces of information and retrieve them accurately.

➢Demonstrates inferential skills about plot, characters or themes.

➢Identifiy how language, structure and presentation contribute to 

meaning.

➢Use features (index, contents, digital resources to locate

information)



LANGUAGE
Spelling

Grammar 

Punctuation

Vocabulary



WRITING

•Elements of a story

•Stories

•Newspapers

•Autobiographies



WRITING FRAMEWORK

➢Can use age-appropriate spelling words.

➢Can use common suffixes and prefixes, homonyms, plurals.

➢Use accurate punctuation including speech marks.

➢ Extend sentences using more adventurous vocabulary and 

conjunctions.

➢Able to write and begin to edit a story, poem, diary, using

imaginative detail, dialogue and  creating atmosphere and 

developing own style.

➢Able to use features for a non-fiction piece of writing; 

newspaper articles, autobiography, topic reports.



PROJECTS
Poetry
The Titanic
Explorers
Space
Music



ORAL FRAMEWORK

➢ Listen carefully and make meaningful comments on relevant 

topics, whole class and small groups.

➢Able to express opinion and point of view as well as 

respect and consider the views of other people.



HOMEWORK

•Language and writing

One activity sheet given every week

•Reading 

Please sign the reading log regularly

-at least once every two weeks

Thursday for 

Tuesday
Thursday for 

Tuesday

Thursday for 

Tuesday



ASSESSMENTS 

•Progress in English Test

•Writing assessment

•Weekly spelling tests



PARENTS’ EVENING AND REPORTS

You will receive a report in December/January and a 
certificate in June.

You will be invited in January/February to discuss your 
child's Anglophone Section Report with the teacher 
concerned.

You may contact us for individual meetings. 



LEGO WEEK 26/10/22

To promote cooperation, team 

spirit, getting to know each 

other, fun and creativity, we are 

having a special ‘Lego week’ 

for each class level.



HTTPS://WWW.PRIMARYBLOG.ANGLOSECTION.COM/ School Blog



SEESAW



IMPORTANT REMINDERS

•Please encourage your 
child to speak in English.

•Restock school supplies 



ANY QUESTIONS? 

o Contact your child’s main
language teacher if you
are unsure.

oYou can also phone the
Anglophone Section.

Thank you for attending this
meeting!

Mrs Rangan

n.rangan@anglosection.com

Ms Jamieson

l.jamieson@anglosection.com

Mrs Waddington

m.waddington@anglosection.com


